Galaxy Garden-Pro, the right tyre for
the Municipality of Vingt Hanaps!
Customer:

Municipality of Vingt Hanaps
(Orne department)
Location:
Normandy, France
Machine used: Kubota B2530
Application: Municipal / Landscaping
Tires in use: Garden-Pro 240/60R12 89A8
Garden-Pro 280/70R18 114A8
The Municipality of Vingt Hanaps, with a population of
469 (in 2012) is located in Normandy, France. It covers
an area of 11,58 km². Mr. Bothet is responsible for the
maintenance of the municipality’s green area. And to
do exactly that he has the ideal machine, a 2014
Kubota B2530 utility tractor.

of the vine. He can now cross the slopes without
slipping.
Mr. Bothet also notes the good protection of the lawn
despite many maneuvers in small and confined plots
all around the town. The tyre’s non aggressive pattern
on the grass and lawn is good for soil protection.
Garden-Pro also has excellent self cleaning properties
during watering operations.
The tyres provide good handling on asphalt, smooth
ride, low noise and lesser vibrations on the tractor. He
says that the Garden-Pro is indeed a very good
compromise for Municipality operations.

This tractor is fitted with Galaxy’s benchmark tyre the
Garden-Pro R-3+ radial. The front axle tyre is
240/60R12 89A8 and the rear is shod with 280/70R18
114A8.
The principal job that Mr. Bothet uses the Kubota is for
mowing lawns. He does it with a rear mounted Agram
mower of 1.5 meters. The areas covered include
school, church, town, vine etc, which cover more than
7000 to 8000 square meters. The region also has
sloping terrain to be tackled.
Mr. Bothet appreciates the traction provided by the
Garden-Pro in the slopes, especially the ones between
rows of vine. This, according to him, is much better
than the rear discharge mower Kubota GR1600 II fitted
with turf tyres.
With the Galaxy Garden-Pro it is not required any
more to come back to the road by the road on the top

Mr. Bothet and his Kubota on Galaxy Garden-Pro

